We present an ap roach to designing smart monitoring and control levices based on a linearrzation of the system obtained from factoring the discrete system covariance matrix. The methods are nonparametric which allows. the smart devices to operate with only a low level logic.
Introduction
Modern engineering often requires monitoring and control of complex s stems for which an adequate model is either unavaifable or extreme1 cumbersome. Three problem areas seem to emerge Xequently :
Dealing with large systems consisting of many

Assembling components with embedded smart
Automating existing systems for which no model
As an alternative to ad hoc solutions which are often expensive] insufficient or inconvenient remedies, .we present the option of extending the useful life of existing systems and significantly improving their performance by implementing nonparametrlc methods for smart monitorin and control.
Consider as an exam$, a two dimensional nonlinear system of ODE'S excited by a scalar white noise process with a one dimensional observation: components; devices; and is available.
The qualitative analysis of the associated deter-1. The system is point dissipative [l] for all values 2. For a < 0 the origin is a global asymptotic stable 3. For U > 0 the origin is unstable and the system ministic system with a(t) constant shows that: of the parameter a. The questions can be resolved in terms of an ade-F a t e metric measuring the distance between models. n the standard approach, the smart device has to be supplied with a parametric model which the algorithm uses to fit the data using a lqw level logic. However a parametric model requires intervention by the central supervisor (high level logic) to decide upon the form of the model and the number of parameters. The approach we propose eliminates this requirement.
Control feedback desi n typically begins with a linearization. of the mode? for the system to be controlled. Again, the standard scheme requires a model and parametric adjustment [3, 41 while our approach relies exclusively on data with no reference to a priori models.
The reproducing kernel Hilbert ( R K H ) space approach to linear system modeling [2, 51 provides discrete nonparametric model representations in terms of factorizations of the discrete covariances of the input and output processes for the system. Covariances are estimated in terms of the available data, thereby avoiding the dimension or order problem associated with arametric approaches. The RICH s ace method efiminates decisions about the form of tRe model, such as the number of terms to be included] which requires a high level logic.
Results
In Figure 1 the metric measuring the distance of the system for various values of a(t) from a reference system shows the change in rate of growth at U = 0.
Hence the 2-dimensional example (1-3) demonstrates the possibility of detectin system bifurcations using a metric defined on stocfastic linearizations of the underlying nonlinear system. Furthermore] since the methods. are nonparametric the algorithm based ,on observations of the system can be implemented using only a low level logic.
After a model shift has been detected the feedback operator should be modified to return the system's performance to a previous satisfactor level We assume the control can be applied to t i e system through the same mechanism that the disturbing noise process enters the system. the res onse of the s stem modified by the linear feedback ogtained by sofving an optimal control problem for the linearized system. One should note that the response of the controlled nonlinear system is driven to zero, as expected. This 2-dimensional example demonstrates the possibility of using the stochastic linearization of the nonlinear system obtained from factoring the discrete covariance matrix t o update the feedback. A ain, since the methods are nonparametric the a1 orifhm could be implemented using only a low level fogic.
Two problems remain to be addressed. First we need a convergence result for the discrete hneaiizations. Lacking such a convergence result mi ht not impact any practical implementation since 09 a finite amount of data is ever available. Seconi the problem of uniqueness needs to be dealt with. Likely nonuniqueness also would not cause difficult in any practical implementation provided either alditional experiments could be performed or the sample paths of the input noise process were known.
The methods could be applied to any nonlinear system for which the mean and covariance of the response are com utable. In practice that would seem to dictate that t\e system should be point dissipative, i. e., there would have to exist a compact set which every trajectory of the deterministic system would eventually enter and remain within. Can results for application of RKH space methods to these systems be obtained beyond considering specific examples?
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